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Harness the power of Apple Pay in your iOS apps and integrate it with global payment gateways

About This Book

Be it adding an Apple Pay button to your app or calculating sales tax with Apple Pay- this book gives you●

all the information you need to build a fully-functional Apply Pay application
Paying within iOS Apps made easier and secure with this no nonsense and powerful guide●

Escape tedious payment options by creating compelling product card screens that present the Pay button,●

which your customers can tap to quickly order your products

Who This Book Is For

This book is for anyone who wants to integrate Apple Pay in their applications. Basic familiarity with
programming and the Xcode developer tools is expected.

What You Will Learn

Design a product card that includes the Apple Pay button●

Implement the Apple Pay workflow in an efficient way●

Use NSDecimalNumber objects to perform financial calculations accurately●

Manage custom order information in the Apple Pay workflow and your custom order management system●

Extract payment information from a payment token●

Implement a secure, server-side payment-processor program●

Find out everything you wanted to know about Apple Pay in iOS 9●

In Detail

Apple Pay, one of the most talked about offerings of the latest iOS 9 release, is a digital wallet and electronic
payment system developed by Apple Inc. Paying in stores or within apps has never been easier or safer.
Gone are the days of searching for your wallet, and the wasted moments finding the right card! Now you can
use your credit cards and rewards cards with just a touch.

It allows payment to merchants, using Near field Communication (NFC), and within iOS apps. Implementing
Apple Pay within apps for payment is a bit tricky, but our book solves this problem for you.

Whether you are a brand new iOS app developer or a seasoned expert, this book arms you with necessary
skills to successfully implement Apple Pay in your online-payment workflow.

Whether you are a brand new iOS app developer or a seasoned expert, this book arms you with the necessary
skills to successfully implement Apple Pay. We start off by teaching you how to obtain the certificates
necessary to encrypt customers' payment information. We will use Xcode and Objective C for the interface
and Node.js for server side code. You will then learn how to determine whether the customer can use Apple



Pay, and how to create payment requests. You will come to grips with designing a payment-processor
program to interact with the payment gateway. Finally, we take a look at a business-focused view of Apple
Pay protocols and classes.

By the end of this book, you will be able to build a fully functional Apple Pay-integrated iOS app

Style and approach

This is an easy-to-follow guide on integrating Apple Pay in your iOS Application. With step by step
instructions along with excellent screen shots you will be able to learn everything that you wanted to know
about Passbook and Apple Pay in iOS 8.
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From reader reviews:

Joan Myers:

What do you concerning book? It is not important along with you? Or just adding material if you want
something to explain what the ones you have problem? How about your time? Or are you busy man or
woman? If you don't have spare time to try and do others business, it is gives you the sense of being bored
faster. And you have spare time? What did you do? Everybody has many questions above. They should
answer that question mainly because just their can do in which. It said that about book. Book is familiar on
every person. Yes, it is proper. Because start from on pre-school until university need this kind of Apple Pay
Essentials to read.

Nathan Wilson:

Hey guys, do you would like to finds a new book to study? May be the book with the headline Apple Pay
Essentials suitable to you? The book was written by popular writer in this era. The book untitled Apple Pay
Essentialsis a single of several books that everyone read now. This particular book was inspired many men
and women in the world. When you read this reserve you will enter the new dimensions that you ever know
ahead of. The author explained their concept in the simple way, consequently all of people can easily to
understand the core of this guide. This book will give you a lots of information about this world now. So you
can see the represented of the world within this book.

Wayne Sutphin:

Does one one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt when you find yourself in the book store?
Aim to pick one book that you never know the inside because don't determine book by its handle may doesn't
work at this point is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not as fantastic as in the
outside look likes. Maybe you answer can be Apple Pay Essentials why because the wonderful cover that
make you consider in regards to the content will not disappoint you actually. The inside or content will be
fantastic as the outside or even cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly guide you to pick up this book.

Shirley Pedro:

Reading a book being new life style in this year; every people loves to go through a book. When you study a
book you can get a large amount of benefit. When you read books, you can improve your knowledge, mainly
because book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on what sorts of book
that you have read. If you need to get information about your research, you can read education books, but if
you act like you want to entertain yourself you are able to a fiction books, this sort of us novel, comics, and
also soon. The Apple Pay Essentials will give you new experience in examining a book.
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